Lessons from Recent State Constitutional Conventions
Vladimir Kogan* Stanford University and University of California, San Diego For more than two centuries, the constitutional convention has served as one of the most important tools in the political development of state constitutions. In total, American states have convened more than 230 constitutional conventions (see Table 1 below), as legislators, governors, and voters turned to such conventions to confront the most pressing issues of the day. Different states have pursued markedly different paths toward reform-indeed, the same states often convened different types of conventions-and the historical record suggests that the states' experiences with constitutional conventions have been decidedly mixed. This article draws on analyses of conventions published annually by the Council of State Governments to highlight recent state experiences with the hope that lessons learned at these conventions can provide valuable insights for policy makers and citizens and help identify both models worthy of emulation and the potential pitfalls of reform.
Planning a Convention
Perhaps the most important lesson from the last 45 years is that convening a constitutional convention requires planners and advocates to make important choices about the organizational structure of the convention. Many important decisions made in early days of a convention-the makeup and size of the technical and research staff, the type and number of convention officers and the method for choosing them, and decisions about the transcription of convention debates-are rarely carefully considered by reform boosters whose main focus is on the final product of constitutional reform, rather than the process used to achieve it. Indeed, the recent experience of the states suggests that planning for successful conventions begins months before delegates first meet and requires a substantial appropriation of funds from the public fisc. * The author thanks the Bill Lane Center for the American West for generously supporting this research, Ben DeStein for excellent research assistance, and the participants of "Getting to Reform: Avenues to Constitutional Change in California" held in Sacramento, Calif., on October 15, 2009.
Nearly every state that has held a convention in recent decades began with the creation of planning or preparatory bodies charged with collecting important background information and commissioning studies on questions relevant to delegate deliberations. The Maryland convention of the late 1960s has been held out for special praise by observers for its unusual degree of careful planning. The state's constitutional convention commission prepared a 600-page report and other background for delegates and took the lead in organizing the convention. The report included a complete draft constitution and analysis comparing the proposal to the existing governing charter. The final document adopted by the convention borrowed heavily from this draft. However, it is important to note that-despite these painstaking preparations-the new constitution was rejected by voters.
While some states have relied on existing legislative staff to carry out research in conjunction with the preparation of a new constitution, many conventions have also hired their own staff at significant public expense. The New Mexico convention of 1969, which employed 65 secretaries, clerks, and custodians, was representative in this respect. In Texas, where the state legislature reconvened itself as a constitutional convention in 1974, staff levels ranged from 58 to 266 employees.
Delegate Selection
Though much public discussion in California in recent months has focused on the identity of convention delegates and the method of choosing them, the records from state conventions held since 1965 suggest that these factors are not significantly related to final convention success. The outcome of each recent convention is illustrated in Figure 1 reforms. Perhaps this is because selection methods and delegation size have not varied too greatly. Nearly every state in this period has chosen to select its delegates through elections-some partisan, some not; some through single-member districts, some at large (see e.g., Cornwell, Goodman, and Swanson 1970) . In addition, nearly all delegations have ranged in size from 80 to 150 delegates. Only two conventions, both in New Hampshire, have included more than 200 delegates. No American state has so far used a random jury pool model, giving us no record to predict its eventual success.
Limiting Deliberations and Packaging Reforms
The two key factors that appear to influence voter support for constitutional reforms focus on the scope of the convention deliberations and the way in which the adopted proposals are presented to voters. Table 2 below notes that states have varied in the degree to which they have limited the scope of convention deliberations. Many of the proposed constitutions that have been rejected by voters were produced by conventions unlimited in their authority to draft changes and presented to voters as a single package for an up-or-down-vote. Indeed, unlimited conventions wrote every rejected constitution put to a vote between 1965 and 1980. Because both methods tend to increase the breadth of the final proposals considered by voters, scholars have noted that they can create more opportunities for opponents of proposed reforms to form sufficiently large blocking coalitions (Tarr and Williams Limited conventions have had more success, avoiding unnecessary conflict created by the consideration of highly charged and contentious issues, as have the conventions that allow voters to consider specific proposals separately. In the latter cases, voters have rarely accepted all of the amendments and revisions adopted by the conventions.
When divisive issues are included in the final reforms adopted by conventions, some states have chosen to present them to voters as individual ballot measures separated from the main text of the new constitution. For example, the 1970 Illinois convention produced a new draft constitution that was easily ratified by voters in a subsequent election. However, delegates also adopted four contentious amendments-changes to the electoral system used to choose legislators, abolition of the death penalty, end of direct election of judges, and the lowering of the minimum voting age-that appeared as independent questions on the ballot. Voters rejected all four. Confronting an equally controversial question of usury, the 1977 Arkansas convention chose to defer to the voters, adopting several alternative proposals for limiting interest rates that were considered by the electorate as separate ballot measures. By contrast, the 1967 New York convention chose to bundle changes to legislative apportionment-the convention's original charge-with state funding for religious schools and racial discrimination. Divided along partisan lines in a bitter fight over social issues, the voters rejected the omnibus package.
Calling a Convention
When voters themselves must weigh in on calling a convention, proponents should consider how different organizational decisions may affect voters support for the idea. As indicated in Table 3 , voters have historically been more willing to support calls for conventions with limited scopes compared to unlimited calls that make the entire governing document open for debate and revision.
In recent decades, voters have appeared reluctant to consider major constitutional changes (May 1995) , rejecting every call for a constitutional convention that 
Conclusion
While many states have used the convention process to make significant changes to their governing documents, calling a convention has not always led to substantive reforms. Indeed, state constitutional conventions have varied in the degree to which delegates have been able to agree on large-scale changes, and the rate by which voters ratified amendments and revisions adopted by the conventions. Much of this variation, the historical record suggests, can be explained by how public officials and reform advocates structured the convention proceedings and presented the delegates' proposals to the voters.
In particular, conventions have succeeded when the parameters of reform were established ex ante, and when the voters were asked to approve specific changes carefully situated within these parameters. Conventions failed, however, when their proceedings were hijacked by advocates of large reforms on issues for which there was little public consensus. Conventions, in other words, appear to be effective tools for translating public opinion into institutional change, but do not serve as effective forums for building compromise on issues where opinion remains sharply divided. In California, where voters believe that the status quo is unacceptable but 
